
old human, new consciousness  

K R I S T I N  P R E V A L L E T  

1:1 

is a small land the sea, is a spill oil, is growing a fixed condition, is 

toxic frolicking dump, is birds’ breathing oblivious, is shade trees, is 

canopy light green, is vines twist skinny, is daylight still bed. 

1:2 

around the foliage. to empty. between is matter, beneath the forest. if a 

tree fell, as the shadow standing still? across the path. of the sun. of 

move. across the ground, into the clearing, not yet born, creature 

waiting soundly. 

1:3 

pushed out of sap interior. chlorophyll, unlike a leaf. cold, soon learns 

to fall. pushed out, a crude awakening. takes monstrous delight.  

obliterate. memory of the earth as it used to be. 

1:4 

trees’ bony arms strike claws at the air. eyes campers and forest 

walkers. pounce the call of owls. swallow small resting creatures. night 

activates the heart. rises the interior of bark. lies in the crevice that 

shaped it. walks, hesitantly at first, until no longer embryo. 



1:5 

a symmetry of shelters, upright. three-tiered trunk, to worship 

patterns in foliage. every leaf. branches, an arc. the gods, even here. 

stand firm, make bird sounds. communicate with what has fallen. 

2:7 

what center were we trying to hold? out of thin air, an impossible flood. 

momentarily safe earth side. then slid away. then saw drowning. not lungs, 

but liquid breathing. 

2:8 

beams fell. landscape lost sound layers. waves, just as dangerous. born from 

the sludge. grew up not rooted to the ground.  

2:9 

made tracks. marked forest. entered thought. prepared the landing. trees 

covered with soot. relished obliteration. with the trees, all other life faded 

away.  

2:10 

small reflections of lily pads. a cosmic lake. a place in memory. stepped from 

stone to stone.  journey to make tracks in four directions. location: 

simultaneous. 


